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Community Survey Response Analysis
Introduction
Henrico County Public Schools hosted an online survey from May 19, 2017 to June 16, 2017 in which the
public was encouraged to complete questionnaires with their feedback regarding each rezoning option
proposed for 2018-19. The data resulting from the Community Survey should be used as a tool to help
facilitate the redistricting process. It should not be used solely as a decision-making tool.
Analysis Methodology
Online survey responses were exported to an excel spreadsheet. The spreadsheet tracked the date the
comment was received, contact information for the respondent, the current zoned middle school, and the
respondent’s comments on each option.
Responses from 370 respondents provided feedback on the options: 45% reside in the Holman Middle
School zone, 36% reside in the Hungary Creek Middle School zone, and 11% reside in the Short Pump
Middle School zone.
Total Respondents by Live in Middle School Zone
Live in Middle
Total
Percent of
School Zone
Respondents Respondents
Brookland MS
5
1%
Fairfield MS
1
0%
Holman MS
168
45%
Hungary Creek MS
133
36%
Moody MS
4
1%
Pocahontas MS
4
1%
Quioccasin MS
1
0%
Short Pump MS
42
11%
Tuckahoe MS
10
3%
Wilder MS
2
1%
Total
370

The survey asked respondents to share their general attitude towards an option based on the following
categories: Strongly support, Support, Neutral, Oppose, Strongly oppose, and Other. In order to gain a
better understanding of objections, respondents who did not support an option were also asked to provide a
reason for their concern. The primary concern themes were: Enrollment data, Feeder Patterns (i.e.
elementary to middle, middle to high), Other, School transportation and/or walk zones, School zone
boundaries (i.e., use of natural boundaries, such as roadways), Separation of community components (i.e.,
apartment units, residential subdivisions, etc.), and Phase-in plan for changes.
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Results Summary from Community Survey
Summary of Thoughts/Observations for Each Option
When input was requested on thoughts/observations related to each option proposed for rezoning in 201819, 561 typed comments were received.
Total Responses to "What are your
thoughts/observations related to an Option proposed?"
Option A Adjusted Observations
141
Option C Observations
159
Option D Adjusted Observations
163
Option E Observations
98
Total
561

The majority of responses submitted were in regard to the most suitable option for their particular
neighborhood/subdivision. Open-ended comments received are provided in Appendix A. The following is
a list of the top 6 themes found in the comments related to Option A Adjusted:
 Does not support Option A Adjusted.
 Supports Option A Adjusted.
 Prefer having students in the same neighborhood/geographic area attending the same schools elementary, middle, and high.
 Gives relief to Hungary Creek Middle School.
 Prefer to have more even splits of students as they transition between schools.
 Does not provide long term capacity relief for the schools. [Hungary Creek Middle and/or Glen Allen
High]
The following is a list of the top 6 themes found in the comments related to Option C:
 Does not support Option C.
 Support Option C.
 Does not provide long term capacity relief for the schools. [Hungary Creek Middle and/or Glen Allen
High]
 Impacts fewer students than other options.
 Prefer having students in the same neighborhood/geographic area attending the same schools elementary, middle, and high.
 Provides long term capacity relief for the schools. [Hungary Creek Middle and/or Glen Allen High]
The following is a list of the top 6 themes found in the comments related to Option D Adjusted:
 Want more efficient use of transportation resources, new pattern is not safe; traffic congestion.
 Does not support Option D Adjusted, not in best interest of students.
 Does not provide long term capacity relief for the schools. [Hungary Creek Middle and/or Glen Allen
High]
 Prefer Twin Hickory Elementary Students go to Holman Middle School.
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Prefer to have a more even split of students as they transition between schools.
Supports Option D Adjusted.

The following is a list of the top 6 themes found in the comments related to Option E:
 Supports Option E.
 Approve of having all Twin Hickory Elementary students attend the same middle school.
 Efficient use of transportation resources.
 Plan impacts the greatest number of students.
 Does not support Option E.
 Does not provide long term capacity relief for the schools. [Hungary Creek Middle and/or Glen Allen
High]
Summary of Overall Attitude for Each Option
The table below shows respondents’ answers to the question "What is your overall attitude toward an
Option?" 29% strongly support/support Option A Adjusted, 36% strongly support/support Option C, 30%
strongly support/support Option D Adjusted, and 56% strongly support/support Option E.

Option Attitude
Strongly support
Support
Neutral
Oppose
Strongly oppose
Other
No Response
Total

Options Attitude Summary
Option A
Option D
Option C
Adjusted
Adjusted
34
9%
93
25%
64
17%
73
20%
41
11%
49
13%
53
14%
31
8%
44
12%
75
20%
44
12%
44
12%
124
34%
152
41%
155
42%
0
0%
0
0%
3
1%
11
3%
9
2%
11
3%
370
370
370

Option E
184
21
18
20
73
2
52
370

50%
6%
5%
5%
20%
1%
14%

Primary Concerns Summary Table
The table below shows the primary concerns of respondents when asked "If you indicated that you oppose
or strongly oppose an Option proposed for rezoning, what is your primary concern?" Frequently shared
concerns with both options were feeder patterns, separation of community components, and enrollment
data.
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Options Primary Concern Summary
Option A
Prominent Theme
Option C
Adjusted
Enrollment data
21 11% 20 11%
Feeder patterns (i.e., elementary to middle,
79 43% 72 40%
middle to high)
Other
15
8%
15
8%
School transportation and/or walk zones
6
3%
2
1%
School zone boundaries (i.e., use of natural
11
6%
9
5%
boundaries, such as roadways)

Option D
Adjusted
22 12%

Option E
18

20%

67

35%

28

32%

27
28

14%
15%

22
5

25%
6%

11

6%

6

7%

Separation of community components (i.e.,
apartment units, residential subdivisions, etc.)

48

26%

58

32%

32

17%

8

9%

Phase-in plan for changes
Total

3
183

2%

4
180

2%

3
190

2%

1
88

1%

Conclusion
To summarize, the data presented in this summary report will be utilized as a tool to help the district
prioritize the options. However, when reviewing the options, the results of the community survey should
not be the only deciding factor.
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Appendix A
Live in Middle School
Brookland MS

Brookland MS

Fairfield MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

Holman MS

Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

Holman MS

Holman MS
Holman MS

Option A Adjusted Thoughts/Observations
Does not fix the issue
This is all Crap!! Henrico County you are setting these kids up to fail. You are grouping
like income levels and poverty levels together so these kids will never have a chance.
Brookland Middle School got a new principal 3 years ago and he has improved that
school a great deal. By bringing kids from Wilder to Brookland you will undo every
good thing that has been do at Brookland. If you really want to make things fair for all
send some of the Wilder, Henrico kids to Deep Run, Godwin, Glen Allen but I am sure
we will NEVER see that happen. I have been very happy with Hermitage but we lost
our principle last year and have a principal from Highland Springs (a school that I
know for a fact will push a kid through whether they pass or not) I expect Hermitage to
start a back slide as this principal comes from a school of underachievers. It’s really sad
how you hold everyone’s future in your hands yet you treat it so lightly. Why shouldn't
every child/school get the same opportunities as the mostly white west end schools?
Before you even think it I am white. That's just my 2 cents but I have studied this for a
while. My daughter had 4 math and Spanish teachers last year she has been taking
Spanish for 4 years and has not learned a thing. SAD!!!!
Option A does not support the best interest of the children or the community in the
Fairfield District.
A lot of students impacted and too many elementary schools split between different
middle schools which divides close relationships that have been established.
Against Option A
Bad option
Corrects the feeder pattern at Shady Grove Elementary
Dalton Park feeds to Rivers Edge and Holman. I want my kids to attend these two
schools. Please do not break community. I want my kids to have their school friends
through school. I would rather like to see Dalton Park feeding to Deep Run High
School as part of this whole redistricting. I would like to point out that you may want
to wait until next year to finalize the school district based on first year enrollment and
other approved developments to permanently redistrict schools. Looking at the big
picture and consider the growing west end before pushing students to the west.
Consider schools in east and south as well.
Decent option. Less disruptive to many students.
Do not support.
Fairly well balanced. Allows, for the most part, for kids to take some friends to the next
school to make the change less intimidating. Small area going into Tucker HS still from
Holman - could you swap them with the area just north of them going to Hungary
Creek then both will still have a large contingent of friends to take?
Glen Allen Elem students should not attend Holman.
I do not support Option A.
I do not support Option A as it is because it splits only four sections of the Twin
Hickory neighborhood apart at Holman with the remainder going to Short Pump. I
could support it if you could modify A to include the four sections of Twin Hickory
neighborhood that are left out: Scots Glen, Avery Green, Willows Bend and Jameson
Park. These are small census tracts.
I do not support this option as it splits Twin Hickory Elementary School between
Holman MS and Short Pump MS.
I don't like Option A since it splits my daughter's school Twin Hickory into Holman
and Short Pump and takes my daughter out of Holman and puts her in Short Pump!
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Holman MS
Holman MS

Holman MS

Holman MS

Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
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Option A Adjusted Thoughts/Observations
I don't like that Option A splits Twin Hickory Elementary between two middle schools.
I just don't think it will fix the overcrowding at the middle school level and then over to
the high school level LONG TERM!!!
I like that this option has the largest number of schools (5/7) closer to the overall
poverty rate in the district (though it is unclear to me why it is only 4/7 for all of the
others just looking at the data). I don't like that Wilder's poverty rate stays above 70% in
this option (though I'm not thrilled that the other options are not meaningfully lower). I
do like that there are fewer additional middle school to high school splits in this option
(2 versus 3 or 4 with the other options).
I like these pros: 1) Hungary Creek MS would get relief from overcrowding. 2) Shady
Grove ES would feed entirely into Short Pump MS. 3) The Twin Hickory ES community
located behind Short Pump MS would be assigned to Short Pump MS.
I prefer Option A as my children will move from elementary to middle school with a
high percentage of students that they went to school with. Also, they will go to high
school with a larger number of students that they were just in school with.
I support option A
I support the option since my Shady Grove Elementary student would follow her
friends and peers to Short Pump versus being separated and sent to Holman.
I think the best option is Option D as it keeps all Twin Hickory ES kids together at
Holman
It will divide our present elementary school and community.
Impacts too many.
It divides our school at Twin Hickory elementary.
It seems to make the most geographical sense, and balances the demographics well.
It will divide our community and our school.
It would improve transportation for Twin Hickory so communities behind SPMS
would be able to attend SPMS. Shady Grove would be kept together. Springfield Park
would be kept together. However, the number of students it affects is pretty high.
It's better than Option E. But I do not like the split for Holman Middle School.
Least affected students, no major changes.
Makes since to split Twin Hickory ES.
Most of TH community doesn't attend Holman
Most of TH community doesn't attend Holman
Most of TH community doesn't attend Holman
My daughters and their cousins have been going to the same elementary school since
Kindergarten. This option would split them up along with their friends. Twin Hickory
needs to stay together.
NA
No
No
No
Not first or second choice.
Not happy with it.
Ok
Ok
Ok, but Option E is best to fix feeder patterns.
Okay
Option A seems ok but not my favorite.
Option A separates my neighborhood (Scotsglen at Twin Hickory) from the rest of the
Twin Hickory community. If THES must be split, do it along community lines. Keep
6
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Live in Middle School

Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

Holman MS

Holman MS

Hungary Creek MS
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Option A Adjusted Thoughts/Observations
Scotsglen, Avery Green, Jamerson Park and Willows Bend with the rest of Twin
Hickory and feed into Short Pump MS.
Option A would result in 3 feeder patterns for the Twin Hickory neighborhood.
Option A would result in 3 feeder patterns for the Twin Hickory neighborhood. It also
splits the community into different feeder patterns. This does not make sense.
Our middle school stays the same, and that's good.
Puts more of Twin Hickory neighborhood at Short Pump and improves transportation
efficiency for neighborhoods behind Short Pump Middle
Seems like an okay plan, not the best but somewhat close to natural borders
Strongly dislike
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose because it splits Twin Hickory neighborhood and Twin Hickory
Elementary and we have been redistricted 4/5 times in our schools since I have lived
here! If you adjusted it to keep our school and neighborhood together, I would support
this option.
Support it
Support this option.
Support Twin Hickory to Short Pump
There are too many (3) feeder patterns slated for my neighborhood.
THES will get split and all of our families will not be at Holman together.
This option impacts more students and isn't advisable.
This option keeps communities together and keeps PTA strong.
This option seems to be smart in terms of transportation by allowing THES kids that are
in the walk zone for SPMS attend there. Although only 13% of kids will move on to
Tucker HS from Holman and that may be tough for that transition.
This option separates a small section of both Twin Hickory neighborhood and
elementary and I am in the minority of BOTH. If you choose this option, please add
Willows Bend, Jameson Park, Avery Green and Scotsglen back into Short Pump Middle
school!
This option spits THES between 2 middle schools and does not make sense!
This option splits THES between 2 middle schools--this does not make sense!
This option splits Twin Hickory ES families.
Too many Twin Hickory families not attending Holman.
Twin Hickory Elementary School families will be split.
Under Option A, my neighborhood (Scotsglen at Twin Hickory) as well as Avery Green
at Twin Hickory, Jamerson Park at Twin Hickory and Willows Bend at Twin Hickory
(census tracts of 38 and 54) are separated from the rest of the Twin Hickory community.
Our 4 neighborhoods would attend Holman while the remainder of the Twin Hickory
community would attend Short Pump. Please do not separate our neighborhoods from
the rest of the community! This option would have a negative impact on our children
as well as our home values.
We support this option as we live close to Holman and like their technology programs.
We would prefer to have our elementary-aged son feed to this school.
Addresses both the overcrowding at HCMS and the transportation problem for Twin
Hickory. That alone makes option A the best in my opinion. This also keeps the new
River Mill subdivision at HCMS which will help to improve the Virginia Center area
and add potential new businesses.
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Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
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Option A Adjusted Thoughts/Observations
Completely against. Separates too many. Includes River Mill in Glen Allen High School
and Hungary Creek.
Does not alleviate the HCMS overcrowding. Not impressed.
Does not fix overcrowding at HCMS.
Does not immediately relieve capacity.
Doesn't address river mill overcrowding HCMS and GAHS.
Effects more students than Option C. Splits up our GAES by sending a select few to
Holman. More travel time for students involved in the redistricting.
Feeder pattern is good. Allows for Rte.1 revitalization by keeping River Mill in
Hungary Creek district.
Good option but not the best since overcrowding is not sufficiently resolved and may
come back in the near future.
Hunton Fields - shows 2 middle school children with 25 houses under construction
now? Swanson Mill shows one child with 4 house currently breaking ground and
about 4 more lots left with developer having option of 100 more acres in here that
connect to Swanson Mill projection is one middle school child? Then 104 middle school
kids from River Mill with 1000 homes? These are just 3 examples of outrageously
underestimated projections. Hungary Creek is once again in jeopardy of overcrowding
immediately due to poor planning based on wildly inaccurate projections. Risk of
River Mill massive development needs to go to middle schools with current capacity.
I do not approve of the feeder patterns with this option.
I don't see that this option is going to offer long term solutions.
I like that it gives relief to Hungary Creek.
I like the relief it provides to Hungary Creek. However the Glen Allen High School will
be over crowded in 2024.
I like to see that areas that are geographically close to a middle school are now zoned to
that middle school (the kids who were right next to Short Pump going to Holman, etc.).
I'm concerned about having bus travel with young children on I295 without seat belts
to get to Holman Middle school.
Immediate relief to HCMS.
It does not adequately address Hungary Creek overcrowding issues with the inclusion
of the new River Mill.
It does not make sense! It is a major force move that only benefits a document and
numbers on paper. It is not an effective move if you are trying ensure better education
options for children.
It is a good option for the residents of Magnolia Ridge because it places the future River
Mill neighborhood to Hungary Creek/Glen Allen schools. It is important to us to have
our neighbors go to the same schools as our kids.
It provides a small amount of relief for HCMS.
Like that it immediately alleviates the overcrowding at Hungary Creek and keeps River
Mill in HCMS/GAHS school zones.
Magnolia Ridge neighborhood should remain at Hungry Creek Middle School.
Negative
Neutral
No
Not an option for us and should not be considered - splits up GAES, continues to drive
overcrowding in both MS and HS, continues to enable River Mill to flow into a path
that does not make sense simply because they do not want to sell a development for the
Brookland and Hermitage schools.
Not good
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Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
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Option A Adjusted Thoughts/Observations
Not the best for my children
Oppose
Option A is ok; though Short Pump Middle School lines don't seem to veer eastward
enough.
Option A is one of the better options.
Option is best for our community and school growth. It is best to keep the schools in
the same neighborhood.
Options A and D provide immediate relief at Hungary Creek Middle School. If our goal
is truly to get this school to the target capacity, only Options A and D provide
immediate relief. Options C and E would result in Hungary Creek having nearly 100
more kids (than Options A and D) in 2018.
Seems like a reasonable option
Splits Glen Allen Elementary between Holman and Hungary Creek.
Splitting the current elementary schools seems fair, and still allows everyone zoned to a
"good" school district gets to stay in a good school district, even though a small number
has to change schools, so everyone wins.
Still too much overcrowding.
Strongly oppose
Strongly Oppose - Option A Revised allows HH Hunt's River Mill in Fairfield District
to overcrowd Brookland Schools. HCPS values revenue over its current Brookland
District constituents. How dare HCPS use the HCMS redistricting to fix accreditation
issues. Teach basics & stop increasing the rigor annually and you may see progress in
these struggling schools!
Support
The current HCPS mini-redistricting effort was initiated as an intervention to alleviate
the over-crowding at Hungary Creek Middle School, which is so over-capacity the
school has 5+ trailers to accommodate current students. Any redistricting option which
zones River Mills (a 1,000+ high density dwelling future development) into this already
crisis-level student population at Hungary Creek is insane. Henrico County and the
developer *should* be working together to build new schools to accommodate the
heavy growth and expected development along the Virginia Center Commons area.
HHHunt did so for both the Wyndham and Twin Hickory developments which are
both situated in the West End of Henrico County.
The main focus must be reducing the overcrowding at HCMS, not addressing the needs
of unknown students who are not residing in houses that are not yet built.
The purpose of this redistricting plan is to alleviate the overcrowding at the middle
school and Option C does not immediately fulfill this goal, but Option A does.
This keeps River Mill in the Hungary Creek school district. Magnolia Ridge residents
feel that zoning River Mill to Brookland will be a huge obstacle to revitalizing the Route
1 corridor. We are also concerned that if this bordering community is zoned to
Brookland, then eventually we could be rezoned to Brookland. This hypothetical
possibility would fail to provide our children with the quality education they would get
at a higher achieving school. Additionally this would hurt current home values, again
making it difficult to bring fruitful commerce to our area of Henrico County.
This option does not adequately address overcrowding at Hungary Creek.
This options splits us up from the GAES children and sends our small community of
Hunton Park to Holman. Hunton Park children will be sent on the interstate to get to
Holman, this seems to be an added safety risk that the HCPS is taking with our
children. The deduction of the numbers that will be seen at Hungary Creek by sending
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Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS
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Option A Adjusted Thoughts/Observations
Hunton Park to Holman is minimal and truly does not help the overcrowding issue. I
am strongly opposed to this option.
Too many splits affecting school communities.
While from a Hungry Creek Middle School perspective the change would be positive,
having River Mill attend Glen Allen High School will do nothing to alleviate the
current overcrowding that GAHS is experiencing. As a property owner/taxpayer it is
preferred that excess capacity at other high schools be leveraged to alleviate
overcrowding than to continue at enrollment levels that exceed capacity and/or
making capital improvements to alleviate the overcrowding.
Will help to reduce overcrowding at Hungry Creek.

Hungary Creek MS

Zoning the new River Mill subdivision to HCMS and GAHS is very short sighted.
While this may alleviate the current overcrowding somewhat - it is setting these schools
up to be overcrowded again - while leaving other schools with a fair amount of
capacity. It is shameful that the selling aim of a developer is taking precedence over
our existing residents! The projections show HCMS and GAHS overcrowded again in
years with this option - and this is with the flawed student formulas in place. When we
were told how the formulas work for determining the estimated number of students
from a new development - it was laughable how inaccurate they are. I think the
situation will be even worse than the projections. This impacts my kid’s education, my
home value and I'm not happy. Option C is the only good choice!

Moody MS

Puts more kids into Moody, not sure how I feel about that.

Moody MS

This would not help Wilder at all. Poverty rate basically stays the same. Holman and
Short Pump MS have area/capacity to reach out and help with this problem but their
rates do not change very much in this version.

Short Pump MS
Short Pump MS

Good plan
Great option

Short Pump MS

It is Ok, but I prefer Option E because it more fully utilizes Short Pump Middle, relives
overcrowding, and helps balance poverty rates and transportation costs.

Short Pump MS
Short Pump MS
Short Pump MS
Short Pump MS

Looks good
Neutral
Not the best option
Ok

Short Pump MS

Splitting elementaries is misguided. Also SPMS is so far under capacity that Holman
should not get any kids west of Nuckols Road.

Short Pump MS
Short Pump MS
Short Pump MS

Strongly approve
Stupid to break up Twin Hickory neighborhood into parts the way this plan does.
This would provide three feeder patterns for Twin Hickory which doesn't make sense.

Wilder MS

I do not think that Wilder should be rezoned. Instead of my children's school being
closer to home, it would be a longer route to get them to and from school.
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Option C Thoughts/Observations

Live in Middle School

Brookland MS

It’s ALL crap.

Brookland MS

I am appalled that the school board would even consider HHHunt's demands to move
the district lines to accommodate their needs.

Fairfield MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

Holman MS

Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

Holman MS

Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

Option C does not support the best interest of the children or the community in the
Fairfield District.
We support this option as we live close to Holman and like their technology programs.
We would prefer to have our elementary-aged son feed to this school.
Very similar to A; minor changes.
Under Option C, my neighborhood (Scotsglen at Twin Hickory) as well as Avery Green
at Twin Hickory, Jamerson Park at Twin Hickory and Willows Bend at Twin Hickory
(census tracts of 38 and 54) are separated from the rest of the Twin Hickory community.
Our 4 neighborhoods would attend Holman, while the remainder of the Twin Hickory
community would attend Short Pump. Please do not separate our neighborhoods from
the rest of the community! This option would have a negative impact on our children
as well as our home values.
Twin Hickory ES families will be split.
Twin Hickory ES Families will be split.
Too many more of the Echo Lake ES kids are zoned to Hungary Creek.
This option splits THES between 2 middle schools and does not make sense!
This option separates a small section of both Twin Hickory neighborhood and
elementary and I am in the minority of BOTH. If you choose this option, please add
Willows Bend, Jameson Park, Avery Green and Scotsglen back into Short Pump Middle
school! In addition, I believe that the growth that River Mill offers is good for the county
and this option does not give them the schools that they believed they would have.
This option keeps community and PTA strong.
This option again splits up my daughters from their cousins and friends that they've
been going to school with since they were in kindergarten. It doesn't make sense.
This Map C divides our school, too.
This is the option which effects the least number of kids, provide better transportation
option among all other options.
This is our preferred option.
This impacts less students so I support it.
THES families will be split and all will not be at Holman together.
There are too many (3) feeder patterns for my neighborhood.
Support Twin Hickory to Short Pump.
Support option C.
Support it
Strongly oppose because it splits Twin Hickory neighborhood and Twin Hickory
Elementary and we have been redistricted 4/5 times in our schools since I have lived
here! If you adjusted it to keep our school and neighborhood together, I would support
this option.
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Splits THES between 2 middle schools--this does not make sense!
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Holman MS

Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

Holman MS
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Option C Thoughts/Observations
River Mill would be moved to the Brookland MS zone. Currently, no students live in this
area. Would be more efficient for transportation. Twin Hickory ES community located
behind Short Pump MS would be assigned to Short Pump MS (that area currently
attends Holman MS). This improves transportation efficiency. Shady Grove ES would
feed entirely into Short Pump MS, instead of split between Holman MS & Short Pump
MS. Springfield Park ES feed entirely into Holman MS, instead of being split between
Holman MS and Hungary Creek MS. Affects the fewest number of students: 558
Puts more of Twin Hickory neighborhood at Short Pump and improves transportation
efficiency by allowing students to walk to Short Pump.
Option C would result in 3 feeder patterns for the Twin Hickory neighborhood. It also
splits the community into different feeder patterns. This does not make sense.
Option C would result in 3 feeder patterns for the Twin Hickory neighborhood.
Option C separates my neighborhood (Scotsglen at Twin Hickory) from the rest of the
Twin Hickory community. If THES must be split, do it along community lines. Keep
Scotsglen, Avery Green, Jamerson Park and Willows Bend (census tracts of 38 and 54)
with the rest of Twin Hickory and feed into Short Pump MS.
Option C is ok
Ok, but E is best as it fixes feeder patterns.
Ok
Not enough Twin Hickory families attending Holman.
Most of TH community doesn't attend Holman.
Most of TH community doesn't attend Holman
Most of TH community doesn't attend Holman
Makes sense to split Twin Hickory ES. Keep Sadler at Holman.
It's a good option.
It will divide our school.
It will divide our school and community.
It will divide our community.
If you consider this option please adjust it to include the Twin Hickory neighborhoods
of Willows Bend, Avery Green, Scotsglen and Jameson Park because, as plan C is
currently, it excludes these four small sections: two census tracts of 54 and 38 students.
I think this is the best option. It uses common sense borders for the school zones.
People are, for the most part, going to the schools closest to their homes.
I support this option since it impacts the least amount of students. The pros also
suggests that multiple elementary schools will feed into only one middle school, which
seems beneficial for students and transportation efficiency.
I support the option since my Shady Grove Elementary student would follow her friends
and peers to Short Pump versus being separated and sent to Holman.
I strongly support Option C.
I like these pros: 1) Springfield Park ES would feed entirely into Holman MS, instead of
being split between Holman MS and Hungary Creek MS. 2) The Twin Hickory ES
community located behind Short Pump MS would be assigned to Short Pump MS.
I like that the fewest number of students are affected by this option. Because there is
nowhere else to provide this feedback logically within this survey (i.e. a question
inviting additional feedback), I want to share that I am concerned by the high poverty
rate at Wilder under any of the options and the extraordinarily low poverty rate at Short
Pump in all options. I worry that the introduction of the gifted center at Wilder - as I
understand it - will only mask the numbers as opposed.
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Option C Thoughts/Observations
I do not support this option as it splits Twin Hickory Elementary School between
Holman MS and Short Pump MS.
I do not like Option C since it splits my daughter's school Twin Hickory into Holman
and Short Pump and takes my daughter out of Holman and puts her in Twin Hickory.
I and many of us in Twin Hickory that are considered walkers to SPM(even though it is
not possible through the swampy area we would need to walk through) would support
C if adjusted to have Twin Hickory Elementary feeding into Holman Middle School.
I am happy with the number of students my children will continue to go to school with
from elementary to middle. I don't like the low percentage of students at Glen Allen
High School that my children will continue to their education with from middle to high.
I also don't like Option C because it splits Twin Hickory Elementary between two
middle schools.
Good
Fairly well balanced. Allows, for the most part, for kids to take some friends to the next
school to make the change less intimidating. Small area going into Tucker HS still from
Holman - could you swap them with the area just north of them going to Hungary Creek
then both will still have a large contingent of friends to take?
Don't split THES.
Don't like it
Don't approve
Do not support
Corrects the feeder pattern at Shady Grove Elementary.
Better than Option E and slightly better than Option A. I do not like splitting Holman
middle school with a third school.
Best option since it impacts least students
Best option by far. Allows the most number of kids to go to the schools nearest their
homes. Feeder patterns are the least terrible.
Best for Holman
Again, smart in terms of transportation for SPMS. Affects fewest # of students.
Again, it moves people around on the eastern side but can you assure we won't get
redistricted again in the next 4-5 years??? Our high schools are going to become
overcrowded and homes/townhomes are continuing to build. We need to account for
future builds and get accurate numbers before we continue.
Affects fewest number of students.
Acceptable option
Worst option in my opinion. The only reason people want this is to keep the current
GAES kids together which is a terrible reason. This redistricting should be about
education and improving as many areas as possible while alleviating
overcrowding....not keeping kids together. Grow up!!
Worst option for our Henrico communities. The area at Virginia Center is trying to
revitalize, which is why the new developer chose that area to build River Mill. The
homes will sell at a higher price, which means people who live there will be able to put
money BACK into the community and raise that area back up. If that area is redistricted
to Brookland MS/Hermitage HS, the home values will be much lower for both the
homes being built as well as the homes surrounding that area, lower income families
will be moving to that area, and the revitalization will have no chance. "Keeping kids
together" should NOT be the purpose for choosing any option. It should be about
relieving some of the overcrowding while also doing what's best for the communities in
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our area. And to me, adding as many developments in great school districts is what's
going to do that.
This zones River Mill to the Brookland school district. Magnolia Ridge residents feel that
zoning River Mill to Brookland will be a huge obstacle to revitalizing the Route 1
corridor. We are also concerned that if this bordering community is zoned to Brookland,
then eventually we could be rezoned to Brookland. This hypothetical possibility would
fail to provide our children with the quality education they would get at a higher
achieving school. Additionally, this would hurt current home values, again making it
difficult to bring fruitful commerce to our area of Henrico County.
This option is the only logical option. It impacts the least number of kids, bus
transportation is at a minimum, considers wishes of current residents vs. the developer
of River Mill, and keeps the school feeder patterns together versus splitting up more
kids from more schools.
This option is the least favorable for us. It is important to us not to have this option
selected.
This one keeps my children at Hungary Creek. It works on eliminating the
overcrowding issue at Hungary Creek. It affects the least number of students.
This is the only option that would support long term capacity of HCMS and GAHS. It is
the only option that will keep River Mill out of these schools.
This is the only option that would contribute to a solution for the overcrowding issue the
exists at HCMS and GAHS by zoning future River Mill students to their appropriate
area school and not displacing current students to save room for them in the meantime.
This is the only option that successfully reduces overcrowding at both Hungry Creek
Middle School and Glen Allen High School.
This is the only option that has less than 3 high schools over crowded by 2024. This
option spreads the risk of River Mill far exceeding 104 middle school students to bigger
schools that are not currently overcrowded. However, as stated previously, the new
builds are wildly understated and Swanson Mill Run Ryan Homes has option on
another 100 acres in here for more homes so by 2024 I expect we will double in size yet
projections say 1 more kids on the existing 7 home sites open for build? Crazy?
This is the only option that does not overtax HCMS and GAHS in the long run. While
not giving as much immediate relief - there still is some relief now. But it is a better long
term plan - and the county needs to think further down the road, not just the next couple
of years. It's that short-sightedness that got us in this situation to begin with.
This is the only option my family supports and believes will do the most good to relieve
HCMS overcrowding, which is our primary concern.
This is terrible. I and my community oppose. The River Mill area is of utmost
importance to re-vitalization of the Route 1 corridor and Virginia Center Commons
businesses and to the status of Glen Allen as a great community.
This is not a good long term fit.
This is by FAR the best option offered.
This element has too many moving parts and would equate to confusion.
The main focus must be reducing the overcrowding at HCMS, not addressing the needs
of unknown students who are not residing in houses that are not yet built.
Support Option C because this is the only option that does not zone new development
River Mills to HCMS and GAHS. The current HCPS mini-redistricting effort was
initiated as an intervention to alleviate the over-crowding at Hungary Creek Middle
School, which is so over-capacity the school has 5+ trailers to accommodate current
students. Any redistricting option which zones River Mills (a 1,000+ high density
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dwelling future development) into this already crisis-level student population at
Hungary Creek is insane. Henrico County and the developer *should* be working
together to build new schools to accommodate the heavy growth and expected
development along the Virginia Center Commons area. HHHunt did so for both the
Wyndham and Twin Hickory developments, both situated in the West End of Henrico
County.
Support as seems to change least amount.
Support
Strongly Support - It's the only option preventing FUTURE FAIRFIELD residents out
HCMS & GAHS. It also keeps GAES community together in future feeder patterns w/o
overcrowding GAHS. Build new school for Fairfield District versus sending them to
Brookland District!
Strongly oppose this option. It will put a serious deficit on our community to grow.
Strongly oppose Option C
Strongly oppose
Provides the most relief for HCMS and affects the least number of students.
Overall, this is the most favorable plan. I respect that many far west end parents are
concerned about which highly rated school their children attend, but keep in mind that
Holman and Short Pump are two very desirable schools. The overcrowding at Hungary
Creek Middle has negatively impacted students and teachers and the learning
environment there. I don't believe our friends down Nuckols Road fully appreciate that
because they have not experienced it. Review the pros of your plan C, address the
overcrowding at Hungary Creek which is a primary reason for this redistricting project.
Absolutely do not cater to a developer and future residents of a neighborhood that has
not even been built yet. Select the plan that addresses the most pressing needs now, and
then focus on improving the schools that need a boost.
Options A and D provide immediate relief at Hungary Creek Middle School. If our goal
is truly to get this school to the target capacity, only Options A and D provide
immediate relief. Options C and E would result in Hungary Creek having nearly 100
more kids (than Options A and D) in 2018.
Option C would leave HCMS waiting for significant capacity reduction until 2020. This
is unacceptable and does NOT meet the #1 goal of this process.
Option C will lessen the prospect for development of the Rte. 1 corridor. Economic
development and schools are linked. Less development means fewer residents, possibly,
and continues to concentrate County resources elsewhere. The resources need to be
evenly distributed. Further, this option creates a separation of the planned River Mill
neighborhood and Magnolia Ridge. The neighborhoods are physically linked, which
would seem to suggest they would be in the same districts. If River Mill is not developed
as planned, it will have an impact on the economic development of the area overall, and
schools will feel that impact.
Option C provides better long-term capacity relief, keeps GAES together for MS & HS,
and is the only option that DOES NOT cause future overcrowding at GAHS.
Option C is the only option that adequately addresses the new subdivision River Mill by
removing it from Hungary Creek's zoning.
Option C is my preferred choice as it does the most good, with the least harm, for
HCMS, BMS, GAHS, and HHS.
OPTION C does NOT immediately reduce the enrollment at HCMS like A or D would.
Option C still has HCMS at 100% capacity for 2018!! The purpose of this redistricting
plan is to alleviate the overcrowding at the middle school and Option C does not
immediately fulfill this goal!
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Option C does not help with the revitalization of Rte. 1. This option only appears to
benefit West End.
Of the current plans, this is the best for my feeder pattern (GAES, HCMS, GAHS) for the
long term. It keeps GAES together, gets HCMS to the lowest buildout capacity (83%) and
does not create overcrowding at GAHS as a result. However, the board really needs to
address the overcrowding at the high school level that is on the horizon with these
plans. Do not continue the overcrowding at these West End schools. We have time
before these changes are implemented. Start over. Adjust both middle and high school
boundaries. Keep as many elementary schools as possible together in their feeder
patterns and stop funneling kids in one magisterial district into schools in another. You
are shifting the problem, not solving it!
Not the best option
Not good
Not acceptable for residents around Route 1. It separates our neighborhood from our
neighboring River Mill.
No
New development going to Brookland when neighboring development at HCMS.
My neighbors and I in Magnolia Ridge supported the River Mill community to the
county with the guideline that River Mill would be an extension of our community.
With River Mill physically connected to our community, we need to see River Mill's kids
going to Hungary Creek. It will be bad for River Mill's kids, our kids and our
community to have River Mill zoned to an accredited school.
My fear is that with the new development of River Mill being rezoned to Brookland MS,
price values in the adjacent neighborhood (Magnolia Ridge) would decrease and that the
homes that HHHunt had planned to build will be done on a lower value due to the fact
that Brookland is only partially accredited and 2/10.
Magnolia Ridge needs to stay at Hungary Creek and Glen Allen High School.
Magnolia Ridge and River Mill should be kept together at Glen Allen HS and Hungary
Creek MS.
Keeps the Glen Allen Elementary students together and reduces overcrowding at
Hungary Creek and keeps Glen Allen High at capacity.
Keeps all of Glen Allen Elementary at Hungary Creek.
It does nothing to help the overcrowding in HCMS.
Impacts fewer kids, helps with overcrowding at HCMS. Best option.
I support this option. It provides the greatest long-term relief to Hungary Creek Middle,
the school that was the initial concern for this redistricting. It also sends River Mill to
Brookland and Hermitage, as originally zoned and noted in a March meeting by Dr.
Kinlaw.
I strongly DISAGREE with the redistricting of this area. The cut-off point should be I95.
With the proposed new development to the north of us, it would make sense to include
plans for another middle school in this area at the most and at the least to keep our
catchment area, Magnolia Ridge, as it is at the moment. I am worried about the overcrowding that is going to occur in the Brookland school system. This school redistricting
also does not make sense where it is as we are so far from Brookland Middle School. We
bought in this area because of the good school system. Please, I strongly urge you to
reconsider this proposal.
I most strongly support this option. I think it provides the best long term solution as it is
the only option that brings down the utilization percentage for both Hungary Creek and
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Glen Allen HS below 100%. In my opinion, every other option will lead to a need for
more redistricting a few years down the road.
I live in Magnolia Ridge, I do not want my future neighbors zoned to a middle school
that is not accredited. This would be detrimental to my neighbors' children and the
community I am raising my children in.
I like that it takes River Mill out of the school zones. I do not think that it's right to
consider a development which does not currently have residents pushing students out
of their zoned school.
I feel that Option C is not a good long term plan.
I don't think moving such a small area to Short Pump Middle is going to alleviate the
overcrowding situation at Hungary Creek at all.
I do not like C because it does not provide enough relief for Hungary Creek Middle
School.
I bought my house based on the current schools. I don't want to move but will if the
school standards are lowered as well as many neighbors.
I believe this is the best option.
I approve.
I agree and strongly support OPTION C.
Hurts the revitalization of Rte. 1 project because River Mill will be zoned for Brookland,
which is not accredited...which means no high end homes will be built in that
community, which leads to no money in the community to allow for revitalization of
Rte. 1 corridor, which will significantly impact the county.
Highly approve because it KEEPS RIVER MILL out, keeps numbers lower, and keeps
families together.
Fully support - only option that keeps GAES together AND avoids overcrowding in the
future of HC and Glen Allen HS's. We need to think about the future overcrowding.
This is the ONLY option that gets us out of an overcrowding discussion going forward.
At this point any other option keeps GAES student in an overcrowding situation for
their entire school career.
Does not give immediate relief. Will still be a problem for a few years.
Does not relieve capacity at Hungary Creek for a minimum of 3 years.
Does not reduce the numbers
Do not like that enrollment remains high at 100% in 2018, 98% in 2019 and 95% in 2020.
HCMS does not achieve lower enrollment until 2021 unlike A and D which receive
greater relief in the very first year of the changes. It also removes River Mill from
HCMS/GAHS and our area needs this new subdivision to spur on revitalization to the
Route 1/Virginia Center Commons corridor. Our neighborhood approved of this
subdivision based on it being tied in to our same schools and knowing the demand it
would bring for our ailing shopping and dining options.
Breaks up too many kids. Leaves HCMS at high enrollment rates for the first 2 years.
Although it's not perfect, it's the only option that will keep HCMS and GAHS at or
under capacity. I don't understand how you could possibly consider any other option!
This is all about THE KIDS who have been in trailers since they were babies! Get them
some relief!
The fact that Magnolia Ridge is currently bused to an overcrowded middle school 8.9
miles away, and that River Mill could potentially be bused there as well as ludicrous.
Wilder is 7.3 miles away from my friend's house who lives in Magnolia Ridge, Moody is
5.4 miles away, and Brookland is only 3.7 miles away! And yet they're bused to the
overcrowded Hungary Creek, 8.9 miles away?! Unbelievable.
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I like that areas that are closer to Brookland are actually zoned to Brookland instead of
passing Brookland to get to HCMS. I wish that the poverty rates were higher at Holman
like it is in Option D & E.
I like Option C. The children who will move into River Mill have NO reason to be
bussed to Hungary Creek Middle School. They practically pass Brookland on the way.
Sending the children there would probably bring the school back to full accreditation.
Glen Allen HS and Hermitage HS are about the same distance. I don't care about
keeping kids from elementary school together to go to middle school. My kids go to
Holladay and they either go to Brookland or Moody.
This option would provide three feeder patterns for Twin Hickory which doesn't make
sense.
Stupid to break up the Twin Hickory community into different parts this way. Kids in
the same communities should be kept together.
Same as A.
Ok
Not the best option
Neutral
Negatively impacts lower income families. Seems to create unnecessary school splits.
Doesn't provide Hungry Creek enough relief. We will all just have to redo this again
soon.
Most logical and affects least amount of students. Also makes most sense for
transportation.
Makes the most sense. Splits the least number of schools. Disrupts the least amount of
students. Minimize bus routes. Has the most logical feeder patterns.
Makes the most sense. Splits the least number of schools. Disrupts the least amount of
students. Minimize bus routes. Has the most logical feeder patterns.
Makes good financial cents!
Indifferent
I prefer this to A, but overall prefer E because it fully utilizes Short Pump Middle.
1. Lets the most number of kids go to the schools closest to them. 2. Maps make sense.
3. Fewest number of kids impacted. 4. Feeder patterns are the most even.
I still think it's unfair to move the kids from Wilder away from home.
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I am a proud mother of a Hermitage HS/Brookland MS grad, a teacher who taught at
Hermitage HS, and a mother of a Henrico HS rising freshman. I want the school board
to consider the needs of ALL students in drawing the district lines, not just the students
of affluent parents.
Option D does not support the best interest of the children or the community in the
Fairfield District.
Yes I like this option.
Worst as it causes more problems.
Will it prevent future overcrowding? I'm tired of being redistricted. This option is the
best for us since it wouldn't redistrict us.
Why should students in a walking zone be transported at taxpayer expense to another
school?
While I don't mind the feeder pattern for middle school, I am very opposed to the future
overcrowding projections at DRHS.
We want to stay with our Shady Grove Elementary School friends. We have been alone
at Holman Middle for too long.
We want THES to stay together at Holman. We have been at Holman since it opened;
please don't move us now.
We support this option as we live close to Holman and like their technology programs.
We would prefer to have our elementary-aged son feed to this school.
We live right across from Holman and it makes no sense for us to go to SPMS. Also, in 23 years, SPMS will become so overcrowded with all the new development that we will
be right back to redistricting again. We at THES have been the backbone of HMS for the
last 6 years and want to continue to be.
We live right across from Holman and it makes no sense for us to go to SPMS. Also in 23 years, SPMS will become so overcrowded with all the new development that we will
be right back to redistricting again. We at THES have been the backbone of HMS for the
last 6 years and want to continue to be.
We live right across from Holman and it makes no sense for us to go to SPMS. Also in 23 years, SPMS will become so overcrowded with all the new development that we will
be right back to redistricting again. We at THES have been the backbone of HMS for the
last 6 years and want to continue to be.
We live across from Holman and it makes no sense to move us to Short Pump. Option E
will have us overcrowded, in trailers like Colonial Trail, and going through another
redistricting for middle school again in another 2-3 years.
We live across from Holman and it makes no sense to move us to Short Pump as in
Option E. Majority of THES does not agree with Option E. We have been the backbone
of Holman for the last 6 years and want to continue to be.
We live across from Holman and it makes no sense to move us to Short Pump as in
Option E. Majority of THES does not agree with Option E. We have been the backbone
of Holman for the last 6 years and want to continue to be.
We have been at Holman for 6 years. We are the backbone of the school. The heart of the
school. The PTA of the school. The fundraisers and volunteers for the school. Don't
destroy Holman and break our hearts by moving us out.
We could walk if we wanted to Holman. All of our THES will stay together. There's a
good mix of Rivers Edge there, too. We all work so hard for our kids to get a diverse
education with kids from different schools, but some from the same school so we don't
lose our community.
Very much oppose. Would send my child to a middle school further away than current
middle school and then send to a high school with less than 20% of her peers.
Too many splits for elementary schools moving to different middle schools.
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This option splits Rivers Edge community twice, looking at the HS feeder pattern. This
option does not seem effective with increased transportation cost and safety concerns as
more students will be traveling further and on more active, major roads.
This option seems to be the most messy with splits and changes in many different
directions.
This option requires school buses to go across Broad Street to get to proposed middle
school. This will add unnecessary traffic issues for the buses and other commuters. This
stretch of Broad Street is especially crowded in the morning due to office traffic pouring
in from 295 and 64 highways. Additional school buses will cause significant delay to
reach school and offices in the area. We bought this house with the understanding that
Holman would be the middle school for our children- which has better TSA, better PTA,
and overall school environment compared to Short Pump Middle. This option is very
unfair because we will not be getting one of the biggest benefits of buying an expensive
house in this residential area.
This option keeps THES together at one middle school, which is a better option for our
kids.
This option is good because it keeps our school together.
This option has many problems: There is a very high traffic area of Broad Street that will
need to be crossed which will cause delays for the school children as well as office-goers.
This option spits communities. Involvement in PTA may go down due to the longer and
more cumbersome traffic patterns and weaker PTA is not a good thing for any school.
Lastly, it is unfair to the residents who have paid taxes with the idea that their children
will go to a school that has very good school and afterschool activities.
This option effects most number of kids. Splits most number of schools. Puts my
neighborhood kids in dangerous school bus routes. No, no, no ............BIG NO for this
option.
This option doesn't feel good to me for a number of reasons. One is that it may have the
greatest number of additional middle school to high school splits. I say “may have“
because tucked away on a document about additional modification considerations is a
statement that there will be no splits for Short Pump MS as reported in the
pros/cons...Why no splits for Short Pump and three for Holman? Also, as I understand it
from others who have attended work sessions, this option would involve greater
expense because of odd transportation fixes/accommodations (i.e. busses going to the
same neighborhoods at the same time for two different middle schools over the course of
two years). It seems that this option was created to kowtow to HHHunt re: River Mill
and the accompanying controversy.
This map keeps our elementary school together at our current middle school: Holman.
We were one of the first neighborhoods to populate Holman. We built it & volunteered
in it, and raised money for its programs. We want to stay!
This makes no sense! This calls for transporting kids past one middle school to get them
to another and for some, includes a ride on 295 during morning rush hour! Do not let
HHHunt bully you!!!!
This is the only map that keeps Twin Hickory together at Holman Middle. I volunteer
there and love the programs - like robotics - that Short Pump doesn't have!
This is the absolute worst option for my child as it would tear her away from most of her
friends for middle school by going to Short Pump rather than Holman and she would be
in the minority going to Glen Allen High School. This option should be eliminated.
This is my least favorite of the four options. I only like it because it does correct the
feeder pattern at Shady Grove Elementary. However, I do not like this option because
the Sadler community is redistricted to SPMS and this will negatively impact traffic and
increase congestion in the Twin Hickory neighborhood, around Deep Run High School,
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and along Nuckols and Shady Grove Roads during the morning commute as Sadler
residents will need to use these roads to get to SPMS.
This changes our middle school and we oppose that.
The THES community loves Holman. We want to stay together in this school because we
were sent there at the last middle school redistricting & want to stay there at Holman.
The amount of transportation costs would be ridiculous. There will 2 buses in my
neighborhood at the same time to pick up for 2 different middle schools since my
daughter would be still attending HMS and son would begin to attend SPMS. Since both
schools have the same start time, the county would have to have more buses, more
drivers, more $ for fuel, and the routes would be dangerous in the highly congested
Innsbrook area. Only 13% of my son's class would then attend GAHS. During formative
years, he may not be attending with his friends. So he will attend SPMS with 1/2 of his
friends and then an even smaller group into GAHS. Chamberlayne ES split would be
less balanced between Brookland MS and Wilder MS. Current split: 59% Brookland/41%
percent Wilder Option D (Adjusted) split: 83% Brookland / 17% Wilder; Glen Allen ES
would be split between Holman MS and Hungary Creek MS. Option D (Adjusted) split:
23% Holman /77% Hungary Creek; Rivers Edge ES would be split between Holman MS
and Short Pump MS (currently feeds entirely into Holman). Option D (Adjusted) split:
55% Holman / 45% Short Pump. Twin Hickory ES area that is in non-transportation
zone for Short Pump MS would stay assigned to Holman MS, requiring bus
transportation. Longan ES would be split between Holman MS and Hungary Creek MS.
Option D (Adjusted) split: 33% Holman / 67% Hungary Creek. Laburnum ES would be
split between Moody MS and Wilder MS, although split would be balanced. Option D
(Adjusted) split : 36% Moody MS/ 64%Wilder MS.
Support, but there are better options.
Support it.
Strongly oppose.
Strongly oppose.
Strongly oppose.
Significantly worst one of the options. Totally unbalanced. Has a lot of pockets were kids
won’t be able to take some friends to the next school; not just once but twice! Struggle to
see who benefits, if anyone, and definitely affect the most negatively.
Short Pump Middle School is significantly farther from our neighborhood than Holman,
and only 13% of students will continue to Glen Allen High School.
Second choice.
Sadler Road should not be sent to Short Pump MS especially since sending them there
would either mess up their feeder pattern to Glen Allen HS OR would have them
switched to Deep Run, which is already forecasted to be overcrowded in a few years.
Cannot support any plan that moves kids into Deep Run HS due to overcrowding issues.
Rivers Edge neighborhood is growing rapidly. They are not going to fit into Holman in a
few years. Move some of those students/neighborhoods to Short Pump where you have
extra space.
Ridiculous to make students from Sadler Road travel past Holman to Short Pump MS
when Twin Hickory community is within walking distance (which would save money).
Poor planning. Option with the most negative impact. Will put high schools at over
capacity. Increases transportation expenses.
Our kids at THES can stay together at Holman.
Option D keeps Twin Hickory Elementary together, which I like, and at the same middle
school that they currently feed. However, it does not seem to be the most logical as far as
which neighborhoods attend which middle school.
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Option D keeps THES together at a single middle school! It also has a more equitable
split between the Twin Hickory communities and does not make my neighborhood
(Scotsglen at Twin Hickory) one of four neighborhoods attending a separate middle
school from the rest of Twin Hickory.
Option D keeps our neighborhood in two feeder patterns.
Option D keeps my neighborhood into two feeder patterns.
Option D Adjusted allows for the most optimal of circumstances given all of the options.
It does not over-impose or create inequity in schools or neighborhoods and provides a
more balanced poverty rate for all schools involved. I strongly support this option.
Oppose. Most students affected (prior to Option E). Arbitrarily drawn lines to cater to
Twin Hickory demands. Bus routes make terrible sense for Innsbrook area.
Oppose.
Ok option.
Not pleased.
Not a good choice. Keep Rivers Edge and Holman together.
NO! Geographic lines are not sensible as they do not support goal of transportation
efficiency or logical feeder patterns. We can walk to Short Pump Middle but in this
option we are being bused to Holman. At the same time, Rivers Edge students are being
bused a longer distance, past Holman, to get to Short Pump. Adjusted D splits the most
middle schools. Short Pump Middle will split to two high schools only in this option. I
do NOT support the Option D Adjusted high school consideration as seen on website
that suggests the area moving from Holman MS to Short Pump MS would attend Deep
Run HS to avoid Short Pump MS high school split! This consideration will put Deep Run
High school at an unacceptable 117% utilization. Please just keep as much of Twin
Hickory at Short Pump as possible to avoid these issues.
My area was previously redistricted from Springfield Park ES to Rivers Edge ES. Now
splitting Rivers Edge ES between Holman MS and Short Pump MS; then having this area
go to a different high school from most others at the middle school level does not make
sense. Please keep Rivers Edge ES together for one middle school.
Makes zero sense to have kids split up at REES. Please keep our community together!
Majority of Twin Hickory families stay at Holman. Majority of THES does not agree with
Option E. We have been the backbone of Holman for the last 6 years and want to
continue to be.
Love this option because it keeps Twin Hickory Elementary together! But this is not my
first choice. Option E is my first choice and this survey does not bring Option E up
unless you strongly oppose all the other choices.
Keeping THES together at Holman is very important to my family.
Keep THES together at Holman Middle School.
Impacts too many.
I would prefer Option D.
I want my child to go to Holman like his older brother.
I support this option the least because it divides so many elementary schools by having
the students attend various middle schools.
I support the option since my Shady Grove Elementary student would follow her friends
and peers to Short Pump versus being separated and sent to Holman.
I support Option D only if Dalton Park feeds to Deep Run High. Based on this option,
only 13% of Short Pump would go to Glen Allen. My kids will have very few friends
from elementary and middle school in high school in this option. So, consider feeding
pattern.
I support Option D because it keeps all of THES feeding into a single middle school.
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I support Option D adjusted because it keeps us in the same feeder pattern and allows all
of Twin Hickory Elementary to stay at Holman where we have been for the last 6 years.
Please do not change our feeder pattern again! This is my 3rd redistricting since moving
to Twin Hickory.
I strongly support Option E, but that is not on the survey.
I strongly oppose Option D because it makes changes to the Deep Run HS enrollment
boundaries and projections. It puts Deep Run at 117% in 2024.
I prefer the view for Holman in this option compared to all the others. It is the only
option that I would support. (I still think Hampshire should go to Holman).
I love Option D! It keeps Twin Hickory Elementary School going to Holman!
I love my neighborhood and THES. It has been such a good school. We want to go to
Holman with our friends and see kids that went before mine again. We've heard such
wonderful things about Holman. We have not heard the same at Short Pump Middle
(sorry). And we want to join the TSA with Mr. Turner. He is at Holman and we want to
be there.
I live just across from Holman and want my family to stay together in same school.
I live just across from Holman and my first kid is already there. I want to keep my family
together and I cannot deal with division of my family. I moved to this area only to have
this school for my kids.
I live across from Holman Middle school and my first kid is already there and this
option will keep my family together. I work in downtown but moved here only to have
this school for my kids.
I like this option because my elementary school is able to stay together at Holman
Middle School. However, I wish you could correct the feeder pattern happening at
Holman into high schools and I do not like the overcrowding at Deep Run.
I like that this option keeps THES together at one middle school.
I don't like this options because of the low number of students that my children will
continue their education with from elementary to middle and then middle to high.
I do not like this. This option has obvious cut outs to make one small vocal group
happy. It is bad for transportation, kids who now go to Holman would either have to go
to SPMS by way of Broad Street through several of the most dangerous intersections or
almost pass Holman to go several miles further. Kids who could walk to SPMS instead
are bused to Holman.
Geographically doesn't make sense and does not allow students to walk to school.
Option D Adj is not a smart use of transportation. This Option splits yet another middle
school...Short Pump MS….and the split is unbalanced. As Option D Adjusted is being
considered, please do NOT entertain the idea (as seen on the website) that the area
moving from Holman MS to Short Pump MS would attend Deep Run HS to avoid Short
Pump MS high school split. This transfers the overcrowding issue to Deep Run at an
astronomical 117%. Prefer single feeder patterns and Option D Adj buses neighborhood
kids to Holman that splits to three high schools when they live NEXT to Short Pump that
solely feeds into Deep Run.
Don't like option D!!
Don't like it
Divides up REES and then those kids get divided again in high school.
Divides our neighborhood, not a fan
Cons: Only a small percentage of students from the Sadler Area would feed into Glen
Allen High School from Short Pump Middle. The majority of Short Pump Middle feeds
into Deep Run High School. Also have transportation concerns about bussing through
Twin Hickory to get to Short Pump Middle while Twin Hickory is bussed to Holman
Middle School.
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As the Director of the Village at Innsbrook HOA I am opposed to Option D because it
sends children in this area past their current designated middle school and past Twin
Hickory when it makes way more sense logistically to send children who already live
close to Short Pump to that school.
Zoning the new River Mill subdivision to HCMS and GAHS is very short sighted. While
this may alleviate the current overcrowding somewhat - it is setting these schools up to
be overcrowded again - while leaving other schools with a fair amount of capacity. It is
shameful that the selling aim of a developer is taking precedence over our existing
residents! The projections show HCMS and GAHS overcrowded again in years with this
option - and this is with the flawed student formulas in place. When we were told how
the formulas work for determining the estimated number of students from a new
development - it was laughable how inaccurate they are. I think the situation will be
even worse than the projections. This impacts my kids’ education, my home value and
I'm not happy. Option C is the only good choice!
While from a Hungry Creek Middle School perspective the change would be positive,
having River Mill attend Glen Allen High School will do nothing to alleviate the current
overcrowding that GAHS is experiencing. As a property owner/taxpayer it is preferred
that excess capacity at other high schools be leveraged to alleviate overcrowding than to
continue at enrollment levels that exceed capacity and/or making capital improvements
to alleviate the overcrowding.
Transporting children on buses without seat belts on I295, with the morning rush hour
traffic, is dangerous and uncalled for.
Too many splits
This still seems to have an issue with sending kids who are within walking distance from
one school to a totally different school.
This plan adds to the long term overcrowding problem by zoning future students in
River Mill to HCMS and GAHS and shifting students who should go there away in order
to make room.
This options splits us up from the GAES children and sends our small community of
Hunton Park children to Holman. Hunton Park children will be sent on the interstate to
get to Holman; this seems to be an added safety risk that the HCPS is taking with our
children. The deduction of the numbers that will be seen at Hungary Creek by sending
Hunton Park to Holman is minimal and won't truly help the overcrowding issue. I am
strongly opposed to this option.
This option will still keep River Mill in HCMS and GAHS.
This option makes no sense. More kids are impacted by this option, transportation of
children on buses is longer for many of the students impacted, pushing kids from GAES
and from Echo Lake to Holman just to make room for River Mill which should be
districted to Brookland Middle School.
This option does not adequately address overcrowding at Hungary Creek.
This keeps River Mill in the Hungary Creek school district. Magnolia Ridge residents feel
that zoning River Mill to Brookland will be a huge obstacle to revitalizing the Route 1
corridor. We are also concerned that if this bordering community is zoned to Brookland,
then eventually we could be rezoned to Brookland. This hypothetical possibility would
fail to provide out children with the quality education they would get at a higher
achieving school. Additionally, this would hurt current home values, again making it
difficult to bring fruitful commerce to our area of Henrico County.
This is okay, though it seems Pocahontas boundaries don't veer as south-eastward as
preferred.
This is another good option for us (my opinion is the same as Option A).
This can be a viable option for immediate relief. But need a long term solution.
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The main focus must be reducing the overcrowding at HCMS, not addressing the needs
of unknown students who are not residing in houses that are not yet built.
Strongly oppose for the same reason I Strongly Oppose Option A Revised. It overcrowds
HCMS & GAHS by allowing FUTURE FAIRFIELD District to overcrowd Brookland
District schools. It also splits Glen Allen community.
Strongly oppose
Seems like this is the strongest option.
Same as Option A
Options A and D provide immediate relief at Hungary Creek Middle School. If our goal
is truly to get this school to the target capacity, only Options A and D provide immediate
relief. Options C and E would result in Hungary Creek having nearly 100 more kids
(than Options A and D) in 2018.
Option D is great because it allows for the accommodation of the new gifted program at
Wilder.
Option D adequately relieves overcrowding at HCMS and also keeps River Mill in its
currently zoned schools- HCMS and GAHS.
Option C still has HCMS at 100% capacity for 2018!! The purpose of this redistricting
plan is to alleviate the overcrowding at the middle school and Option C does not
immediately fulfill this goal, but this option would.
Oppose. The current HCPS mini-redistricting effort was initiated as an intervention to
alleviate the over-crowding at Hungary Creek Middle School, which is so over-capacity
the school has 5+ trailers to accommodate current students. Any redistricting option
which zones River Mills (a 1,000+ high density dwelling future development) into this
already crisis-level student population at Hungary Creek is insane. Henrico County and
the developer *should* be working together to build new schools to accommodate the
heavy growth and expected development along the Virginia Center Commons area.
HHHunt did so for both the Wyndham and Twin Hickory developments, both situated
in the West End of Henrico County.
One of the 2 best options for the students, the communities impacted and the county,
with Option E being the best option in every aspect. Immediate relief for Hungary Creek,
while also keeping River Mill zoned for Hungary Creek/Glen Allen, which will help
bring more people to that area of the county, leading to even more expansion in that area
and allow for great revitalization of Route 1 area.
Ok
Not the best option for my family.
Not good
Not an option for us and should not be considered - splits up GAES, continues to drive
overcrowding in both MS and HS, continues to enable River Mill to flow into a path that
does not make sense simply because they do not want to sell a development for the
Brookland and Hermitage schools.
Nope.
No
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Magnolia Ridge needs to remain at Greenwood Elementary.
Keeping school boundaries in the same neighborhood is beneficial for community and
growth.
It provides the most relief to HCMS beginning in 2018. I would still like to see the school
under 100% for this Fall 2017 but it does not seem to be the case in any of the plans. This
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is a critical time in our children's lives. They do not need to worry about going into an
overcrowded school. As a county we should allow our rising sixth graders the choice to
go to their newly zoned school regardless if they have a sibling.
Immediate relief to HCMS.
I like Option D the most.
I have strong support for Option D. I wish these changes were going to be effective for
the 2017-2018 year because our children will still be overcrowded at a critical time.
I do not approve of the feeder patterns with this option.
I agree that River Mill and Magnolia Ridge should be kept together at Hungary Creek
MS and Glen Allen HS.
Hunton Fields - shows 2 middle school children with 25 houses under construction now?
Swanson Mill shows one child with 4 houses currently breaking ground and about 4
more lots left with developer having option of 100 more acres in here that connect to
Swanson Mill. Projection is one middle school child? Then 104 middle school kids from
River Mill with 1000 homes? These are just 3 examples of outrageously under estimated
projections. Hungary Creek is once again in jeopardy of overcrowding immediately due
to poor planning based on wildly inaccurate projections. Risk of River Mill massive
development needs to go to schools with current capacity.
Does not help with overcrowding at HCMS.
Do not support.
Best option for growth
Also a good option, just does not address transportation issues as Option A did.
Again, doesn't achieve the capacity relief for HCMS and GAHS.
I wish that the Greenwood areas like River Mill or Magnolia Ridge were zoned to
Brookland then this would be the perfect plan.
Twin Hickory to Short Pump.
We need to rethink boundaries. REES will be growing with the new 300 houses being
built. To send some students to SPMS now would make it easier when more kids go in
the future. They will stay with their friends.
This seems like an odd split between Holman and Short Pump Middle that isn't driven
by geographic boundaries or transportation costs. Option E is much better.
This plan is just mean. To send 87% of Short Pump Middle to one High School and 13%
to another??
Strongly oppose.
Option D provides two feeder patterns which isn’t ideal.
Not the best option.
Not the best option
Makes no sense. Financial irresponsible.
Looks good
Improvement. However, it does not go far enough to keep elementary schools together
and plan for the future overcrowding.
I think this is ridiculous. Why would I want the students that could walk to Short Pump
to go a different middle school? And waste gas on buses when no transportation would
be necessary. Also, I would rather my community have the majority go to the same
middle school instead of being split between two.
Has the potential to increase capacity at Deep Run HS.
Fiscally irresponsible and has the LEAST common sense. Option D affects the MOST
number of students. ADDS a bus route to what is currently a non-transportation zone.
Lists 7 pros vs. 10 cons. Results in 7 schools with splits that have a less 23% feeder
continuity. The worst ratios of all the options. Shows a complete lack of common sense.
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Fiscally irresponsible and has the LEAST common sense. Option D affects the MOST
number of students. ADDS a bus route to what is currently a non- transportation zone.
Lists 7 pros vs. 10 cons. Results in 7 schools with splits that have a less 23% feeder
continuity. The worst ratios of all the options. Shows a complete lack of common sense.
Don't split Short Pump Middle. Keep Twin Hickory at Short Pump.
Best outcome for students. Longer term relief for Hungary Creek.
Bad option for our community.
1. Feeder patterns split schools into very small percentages, so too many kids are
separated from majority of their friends. 2. Bus routes pass schools that are closer to
kids’ homes and unnecessarily through dangerous intersections. 3. Does not address
capacity issues 4. Impacts the largest number of kids.
It splits up way too many kids out of River's Edge who have made friends over their 6
years as an Eagle. Middle school is hard enough w/o forcing them to make a whole new
group of new friends and then have to do it again once they hit Glen Allen HS.
I don't think it makes much sense to have the kids in general area to attend Moody
Middle School which is NOT close to home but still send them to Henrico High School.
That does NOT makes sense.
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Residents of River Mill should NOT be given preferential treatment over residents in
lower income neighborhoods. That is discrimination.
Every option presented leaves the three middle schools furthest to the east with a
significantly higher percentage of low income students. The disparity between the
school with the lowest percentage and the school with the highest percentage is a glaring
60+ point difference. If the county wants to encourage all schools to achieve
accreditation, and reduce the accusations of racial and economic discrimination, a good
starting point is this redistricting project. It might not be the most convenient for
transportation, school zone boundaries or separation of community components but, a
more equitable division of lower and higher income families between schools would go
a long way toward showing that the county isn't discriminating in education. It would
also give the lower performing schools the boost they need to meet accreditation, which
is beneficial to the entire county.
Approve Option E, it will be the best option for the Fairfield District and the students in
our community.
YES!!! Option E allows all of the Twin Hickory community to go to the same middle
school and subsequently does not split Twin Hickory Elementary school. To help
prevent overcrowding at Short Pump middle with West End's upcoming new
developments, please highly consider sending West Broad Villages to Pocahontas!! West
Broad Villages (44 students) can walk to Pocahontas and wouldn't have to be bused
across Broad Street.
YES!! Option E supports many of Henrico County's goals of creating attendance zones
that work efficiently with the transportation system, keeping communities intact, and
relieving Hungary Creek overcrowding. I love that this Option puts all of the Twin
Hickory community at Short Pump MS which not only keeps Twin Hickory Elementary
together but also Rivers Edge together. Option E maintains the concept of geographic
zoning for schools, which encourages the participation and involvement of
geographically contiguous communities. Option E also establishes zones where students
can walk to school where possible!!
Years ago when Colonial Trail was built, there was tremendous discussion about
providing a school exclusively for a few neighborhoods. The idea was to not create a
school that a neighborhood exclusively feeds as it creates a sense of outsiders for anyone
who lives outside of the neighborhood. Option E would make Short Pump MS a version
of the exclusive school for a select few large neighborhoods. I think this is bad for HCPS
as a whole.
While this fixed a lot of the feeder pattern issues, you are setting Short Pump up to be
overcrowded in a few years. If this is implemented, I suggest you also move the Fox
Hall area OUT of Short Pump MS and into Pocahontas and Godwin. Otherwise you are
being short sighted and crowding Short Pump when there are a large amount of new
homes being built nearby.
This options works well in terms of transportation on the west side, but creates a small
group of 19% of kids leaving Holman going to DRHS. ONLY 6% of kids will leave
HCMS and go to Tucker. I support this for keeping REES together & DO NOT
SUPPORT it for my kids that will be effected with the jump to HS. They will go in to
Deep Run as a small 19% of the kids leaving Holman. The solution seems to be to stop
letting HH Hunt bully the board. We are adding kids into schools that don’t exist and
will not exist for a few more years!!!!
This option keeps communities together and keeps PTAs strong.
This option impacts more students.
This option corrects feeder patterns at Shady Grove & Twin Hickory Elementary and
positively impacts other elementary school feeder patterns in the community. I cannot
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express how much it helps the middle school experience for students when you have the
bulk of your fellow elementary students/friends going to the same middle school. This
option also has less traffic impact and transportation issues which is a plus. This is
definitely the BEST option! I implore the School Board to vote for this option at the end
of June school board meeting so that the redistricting process can conclude and all
communities impacted can begin the process of moving forward with a certain future of
where our children will be starting school in the Fall of 2018. I understand this is an
arduous process and commend the board for their hard work! Please vote Option E!
This is the best plan since it makes more sense. All Twin Hickory students and Shady
Grove students will stay together. Other schools will get relief. Transportation routes
make more sense.
This is the best option for my neighborhood in keeping the children together especially
from Elementary to middle school.
The best option that impacts the least...
Thank you for bringing our community FINALLY back together! : )
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Seems to think a little more long term than the others.
Overall, I would support this over Option D.
Option E keeps THES together at a single middle school, which is what most families
want. (We have a petition signed by 270 people asking to keep THES together.) Option
E treats Twin Hickory like a community again and brings ALL of the neighborhoods
into a single middle school. It does not separate my neighborhood (Scotsglen at Twin
Hickory) as well as Avery Green, Jamerson Park and Willows Bend (census tracts-38 and
54) from the rest of Twin Hickory like Options A and C.
Option E is the best option for us as a community, it brings our ENTIRE
NEIGHBORHOOD together into one feeder pattern at Short Pump Middle School. For
those of us at Twin Hickory Elementary, it also keeps all THES students together.
Option E is the best option for us as a community, it brings our ENTIRE
NEIGHBORHOOD together into one feeder pattern at Short Pump Middle School. For
those of us at Twin Hickory Elementary, it also keeps all THES students together.
Oppose. Boundary lines arbitrarily drawn means that, for example, kids walking
distance to Hungary Creek will be bused to Holman. Kids walking distance to Holman
will be bused to Short Pump. The arbitrarily drawn boundaries also means this will need
to be redrawn in the near future, instead of drawing map lines that make sense. Feeder
patterns are terrible for some areas. 7% of Fairfield kids to Henrico HS. 6% of Hungary
Creek kids to Tucker. Way too disruptive for kids, and all options should focus on none
of these percentages being below 35% so as not to marginalize these kids. Clearly this
option is still intended to cater to Twin Hickory demands.
Ok but it impacts the highest number of kids
Of all the options being considered, this is the least desirable. Short Pump MS is farther
away from us and we prefer Holman's technological programs
Not my favorite, but it is better than option D. I still prefer C as it makes the most sense.
You need to stop adding options and just make a decision.
No opposition
No comment
No change for us.
My family's favorite option!!
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Most well balanced of the options, seems the least impacting of the options. Allows, for
the most part, for kids to take some friends to the next school to make the change less
intimidating. Small area going into Tucker HS from Holman is the biggest of the options
to lessen the impacts.
Makes more sense to split Twin Hickory ES than to send them all to Short Pump MS.
Does keep Sadler Rd. at Holman, which is great!
Love this option, it keeps our school together and it reunites our neighborhood after
being separated so long in a past redistricting!
Love it. It fixes feeder patterns for Shady Grove ES, Twin Hickory ES & Rivers Edge ES.
It's a win-win for all 3 elementary schools.
Keeps most schools together. Provides better transportation for most kids. Con: please
do not split small number of kids from high school.
I think this option is a perfect option as it keeps the Twin Hickory community together.
Thank you for listening to the community! We so appreciate all you do.
I think the proposed new development of River Mill up by Virginia Center Commons
should be zoned in a way to equal out high school capacity issues. And what the
developer would like to happen should not come into the decision making process of the
school board.
I support this option, because it allows all of Twin Hickory Elementary School students
to feed into the same middle school.
I strongly support Option E because it keeps Twin Hickory Elementary School at a
single middle school and it brings the Twin Hickory community back together into one
middle school.
I strongly support Option E because it (1) keeps THES feeding into a single middle
school and (2) treats Twin Hickory like a community again feeding into a single middle
school.
I fully support E because it keeps both our neighborhood of Twin Hickory together
along with Twin Hickory Elementary together. Those who have opposed E because of
Deep Run numbers do not understand that Deep run is the same in all 4 scenarios.
I feel this is the best option for all interested parties
I feel like it, like C, addresses the ineffective transportation issues Adjusted D causes.
My biggest concern is the # of students going from HMS to DRHS - 19% with the close
physical proximity from these schools, it doesn't make sense.
I don't like that the most students are affected by this option, but I do like that the odd
transportation fixes/accommodations from option D are largely addressed here. I do not
like that only 19% of Holman MS students will attend Deep Run HS which is only 1.7
miles away. I'm not pleased that there is a three way split in all of the options, but this
one is the most unbalanced (option A has it at 30%, option C has it at 34%, and option D
has it at 16% - 19%, which is a long ways off from any of these others).
I do not support this option because it impacts the most students.
I do not oppose this since it isn't affecting my community as much as Option D
Adjusted. However, I don't strongly support it since this affects the largest number of
students.
E is a phenomenal option. It provides a direct feeder pattern for my neighborhood of
Twin Hickory and Twin Hickory Elementary! It is better for us and is also good or the
same for most other schools as C and D. Please vote for this option! Please reunite our
community!
Better choice
Best option as it fixes feeder patterns and is the best option of all.
Best option
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At this point support this option, as consideration has been made for existing students as
opposed to students who are yet to be part of the community with housing that hasn’t
even been built yet.
Appears to be a little more smoothly in terms of transitions between schools as the kids
grow up, with similar changes to other systems affected as the other proposals. How is
it that it's not just been developed as a pyramid scheme from the beginning? My system
growing up was 4 elementary schools to 2 middles to 1 high school. Build as needed but
keep the pyramid scheme, even if new schools are under capacity in the beginning. As
long as good teachers overall. Maybe coordinate after-school activities or sports to
minimize resource usage. I'm sure it's a lot more complicated than I realize but this just
seems WAY more complicated than it needs to be. Maybe the problem needed to be
looked at separately from each high school downwards. Very complex to try to decide
what's good for your own kids as well as minimize impact on everyone else in such a
wide area.
All students from Twin Hickory will be attending the same school, and none will be
separated.
Yes
While it keeps GAES together thru HS, it continues to enable River Mill to flow into a
path that does not make sense simply because they do not want to sell a development
for the Brookland and Hermitage schools. This will create an overcrowding situation
AGAIN in MS and HS. It is not an option for long term to enable GAES to get out of the
over-crowding issue.
While it does a good job of keeping children from different elementary schools together
for middle school it does not address my biggest concern of the addition of River Mill
into the Brookland District and the subsequent overcrowding that will create!
While from a Hungry Creek Middle School perspective the change would be positive,
having River Mill attend Glen Allen High School will do nothing to alleviate the current
overcrowding that GAHS is experiencing. As a property owner/taxpayer it is preferred
that excess capacity at other high schools is leveraged to alleviate overcrowding than to
continue at enrollment levels that exceed capacity and/or making capital improvements
to alleviate the overcrowding.
Too many splits. I feel like many of your plans cater to the far west end, an area that has
two great choices. Focus on the areas that have greater needs.
This option does not adequately address overcrowding at Hungary Creek.
This is my preferred option. I feel that it is important to maintain the Route 1 boundary
as the east boundary for MS and HS.
Strongly oppose this option. Divides the current Hungary Creek population to hold
spots for those residents that have not purchased their homes. It will also increase
capacity at Glen Allen High. Lastly, River Mill is not a part of the Brookland District.
Strongly oppose because HH Hunt's River Mill in Fairfield District is annexed into
Brookland District schools. HCPS is pressing the easy button trying to fix accreditation
issues.
Provides quicker relief to overcrowding at HCMS. Includes a development that has not
even been built yet.
Oppose
Nope...don't want River Mill
NO.
negative
Magnolia Ridge needs to remain in Hungry Creek Middle and Glen Allen HS
I think this solves the issues the best. Still not happy with some of the walk zones, but
this does the best job of meeting everyone's needs
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I strongly support this new option. This option keeps Hunton Park at Hungary Creek -the board worked hard to listen to the petition that Hunton Park gave them at the last
Public Meeting asking for Hunton Park to stay at Hungary Creek. This option
immediately address the overcrowding issues at Hungary Creek. It also keeps more
feeder schools (i.e., elementary schools) together. This is the best option that the Board
has come up with to date.
I do not approve of the feeder patterns with this option.
I appreciate that Option E keeps all GAES students together K-12. However, I think
Option C is a better choice for accomplishing this goal in that it does not create future
overcrowding at GAHS. As well, Option E does not direct the benefits of new
residential growth to BMS and HHS, yet Option C does.
Hunton Fields - shows 2 middle school children with 25 houses under construction
now? Swanson Mill shows one child with 4 houses currently breaking ground and
about 4 more lots left with the developer having the option of 100 more acres in here that
connect to Swanson Mill projection is one middle school child? Then 104 middle school
kids from River Mill with 1000 homes? These are just 3 examples of outrageously
under-estimated projections. Hungary Creek is once again in jeopardy of overcrowding
immediately due to poor planning based on wildly inaccurate projections. Risk of River
Mill massive development needs to go to schools with current capacity.
Doesn't support capacity issues at HCMS and GAHS
Do not support. This option involves far too many students - nearly 250 more than
Option C.
Clearly appeases one subdivision. Affects over 700 students. Does not help with
overcrowding at HCMS
Best option
Keeps neighborhoods together. Twin Hickory to Short Pump! Improved poverty
distribution. Good use of Transportation
This plan seems to make the most sense in terms of feeding into the high schools.
This is the best option
This is the best and only option. Keeps kids together in the neighborhood. Going to
same school close by. Keeping the neighborhood together!
Strongly support
Still crazy! Makes no sense - where are these crazy ideas coming from - no financial
sense - keeping one elementary school together while adding more buses is ridiculous the students don't need to stay together if it makes no sense.
Option E is the best option for us as a community, it brings our ENTIRE
NEIGHBORHOOD together into one feeder pattern at Short Pump Middle School. For
those at Twin Hickory Elementary, it also keeps all THES students together.
Option C is still better
Keeps kids in Twin Hickory neighborhood together at same middle school
I fully support this option. We are looking to put Twin Hickory neighborhood back
together again. We want to be a COMMUNITY again!!!! You've already split us for
elementary which is still upsetting!!! Bring us back together for middle and high!! The
other plans have major flaws. Why would you send a child who literally sees SPMS in
their immediate backyard over to Holman and then bus children who live past 295 all
the way over to SPMS? This doesn't make any sense!!!! Do the right thing HCPS and
make a redistricting plan that actually makes sense!!!!! You've already missed the mark
with the CTES redistricting--don't make another mess!!!!!!!!!!
Great choice!
Good option especially for transportation
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Best overall in terms of utilizing existing school capacity, reducing transportation, and
accommodating new programs.
Best option for feeder patterns
Best choice because it corrects feeder pattern issues in our area
Approve of consolidation of Twin Hickory neighborhood into single middle school
feeder pattern.
Twin Hickory to Short Pump
Twin Hickory to Short Pump
Same as the other options.
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